CAVIAR POWER

CAVIAR POWER
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

IMPERIAL SUPER-LIFT TREATMENT
The lifting innovation for the professional treatment in the salon. Can be used as a one-off effect treatment or as a treatment
application!
The treatment contains:

Imperial Peeling Pearls · 6 g
Caviar Push-Up Concentrate · 4 ml
Imperial Super-Lift Gel · 6 ml
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EXCLUSIVE CATALOGUE 23

MAIN ACTIVE INGREDIENTS OF THE SERIES
DNA marin:
High quality active ingredient complex made of roe, carrier of genetic cell information, intensive moisture
supply to deeper skin layers, synthesizes ATP in the cells, stimulates the skin’s own repair system
Hydrolite®:
Stimulates the synthesis of hyaluronic acid, regenerates the hydro-lipid mantle
Vitamin A-Palmitate:
Increases collagen production, improves skin elasticity, regenerates UV-damaged skin
Macadamia nut oil:
Rich in unsaturated fatty acids, excellent skin nourishing properties, skin smoothing
Panthenol:
Effective repair and protective action, increases the skin’s water-binding capacity, supports the healing
process, anti-inflammatory
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Sorbitol:
Hexavalent sugar alcohol, moisturizing
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CAVIAR IMPERIAL SUPER LIFT TREATMENT
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IMPERIAL PEELING PEARLS
Skin type:
All skin types

pH:
4.2–4.8

Active ingredients:

Marine polysaccharides, microsilica (granulate)

Properties:

All pearls contain a unique formula. By applying pressure and rubbing on the
skin, the three-dimensional structure of the pearl breaks, forming a protective
film on the surface of the skin. Marine polysaccharides offer an active base,
which fully melts into the skin. A light and melting texture, enriched with silk
extracts. Microsilica act as granules, small microparticles, which gently remove
dead skin cells from the skin.

Directions:

See treatment suggestion
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CAVIAR PUSH-UP CONCENTRATE
Skin type:
All skin types

pH:
6.0–7.0

Emulsion type:
Aqueous solution

Active ingredients:

DNA marine extract, Hydrolite, oyster extract, caviar extract, Matrixyl, tannins,
nano-retard hyaluronic acid

Properties:

DNA marine extract, Hydrolite and oyster extract activate the cell metabolism
through their mineral complex, cellular respiration is increased and the repair
process promoted. Caviar is excellent for skin with an impaired skin biorhythm
and accumulated toxins. Nutrients can no longer be absorbed. Caviar enhances
the skin’s basic care. Matrixyl, a super peptide that acts like a soft focus on the
skin. The skin is also supported with increased moisture and a strengthened natural barrier function. Nano-retard hyaluronic acid supplies the skin with moisture
over 12 hours. Tannins have a toning and firming effect. A unique cocktail of
various highly effective active ingredients.

Directions:

See treatment suggestion

IMPORTANT:

The skin must be dry as the mask will otherwise not fully unfold its action.
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IMPERIAL SUPER-LIFT GEL
Skin type:
All skin types

pH:
10.0–11.0

Emulsion type:
Gel

Active ingredients:

Soy extract, herbal and plant extracts, peptides

Properties:

Herbal and plant extracts as well as peptides release their effect and reveal an
immediate lifting effect. The skin is firmed and moisturized, dark spots can be
lightened and pores shrunk. Wrinkles are reduced and the skin elasticity is
improved. The face looks as though it was lifted.

Directions:

See treatment suggestion

IMPORTANT :

The mask can feel very tight on the skin. The customer should be made aware
of this as she will not have experienced this with any other Klapp treatments yet.
In case of thyroid problems, do not apply the mask in this area!

1. Cleansing:

CLEAN & ACTIVE CLEANSING LOTION (Art. no.: 201)

2. Peeling Pearls:

Place the Imperial Peeling Pearls on the facial skin and apply gentle pressure
with the hands. The exclusive pearls burst and release fine peeling beads,
perform a gentle massage for approx. 5 minutes and remove with warm
compresses. Tone the skin.

3. Caviar Push-up
Concentrate:

4. Imperial
Super-Lift Gel:

Work the Caviar Push-Up Concentrate into the skin, applying a pressure point
massage and leave to absorb completely.

Apply a thin layer of the Imperial Super-Lift Gel with a brush (if the content is not
fully used up, dispose of the excess). Apply from the center of the neck or of
the face outwards in long strokes and from the neck upwards in the direction of
the forehead. Emulsify with dampened fingers after approx. 15 minutes and
remove with 1–2 warm compresses. Tone the skin.

IMPORTANT:

The mask can feel very tight on the skin. The customer should be made aware
of this in advance as she will not have experienced this with any other Klapp
treatments yet. In case of thyroid problems, do not apply the mask in this area!

TIP:

If a massage is to be applied, we recommend performing a massage after
cleansing with X-Treme Deep Cleansing (Art. no.: 661).
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TREATMENT INSTRUCTIONS

